HEWN-EVER, CITY-HEAD-YOU OCCASION
ANIL
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The cryptic title of this list reads “University Education”. It features cognate homophonic puns of many of the academized Departments here at Puniversity. (Puny Verse at Tea?) The commentaries or course descriptions try to unearth some logic in the rubble, to ‘defragment’ it as it were, and to give clues if you have difficulty with any of them. As an additional clue it’s alphabetical by the department’s name before the degradation. I was going to make it a quiz but decided it’s much too easy for you mob.

Angry Culture  The peasants are revolting!
Unhat a Me  Learn the naked truth about my marvellous body!

A Rhythm, a Tick  The music of the spheres becomes the metre and beat of your digits.
Artistry  Digging up the irrelevant aesthetics of the past, before “serious” Art rejected beauty.
By Oak Hem History  SOP: grind up oak or any other living tissue and delimit its contents and relations.
By All a “Gee!”  Witness the amazing, astounding, astonishing, remarkably wonderful world of life.
Bow to Knee  Dig them potatoes and weed.
Busy in a Sad Mini-station  Turn talented people into usable commodities, or “bidness as usual.”
Cow Queue Lust  How to differentiate animals from humans and integrate them into your sex life.
Key Mystery  Few can comprehend the modern alchemy.
Shy Knees  The Sleeping Giant isn’t all that shy or sleeping or on its knees to anyone anymore.
Comp. Pewter Science  Using all the latest high tech materials.
Cause: Om, Allah, G.  G might be God or Gravity.
Dint History  Learn how to use teeth to make an impression in Court.
Drooling and Panting  Includes nude model studies!
Echo-Logical Signs  Echo-logical connotes feedback-balanced. The reverberations are felt by all.
‘Head-You’ Occasion  Learn, how to get a head in life. Turns red necks into read heads.
“Etch-You Cage-In!”  they reply, “We don’t need no thought control!”
‘Inch’ Nearing  Tools at work, zeroing in on precise erections. (New name: Millimetre Nearing.)
Ankle Leash Letter Chewing  Dip your feet or dig your teeth into and get tied up by the English classics.
Fill-Man Trauma  The roar of the greasepaint, the smell of the crowd.
Fine Arse  A friend once confided that he went to Art school because that’s where the prettiest girls were.
**Gee, all o’ Ge!**  It’s a wide and wonderful world—even without life.  **Jolly Gee!**

**‘Charm’ a Tree**  Chart its spatial and numerological secrets.

**Cheerin’ to All Agey**  Euphemisms increase exponentially with age.  **So Jeer until a Gee?**

**“His” Tree**  Get a religious reading of the Past.

---

**Infer Machine-Take Knowledge, “e-”**.  Learn the difference between artificial and real intelligence.

**Link Quest Tics**  These weird wired word connectors are the nervous type.

**Mad Thematics**  Encounter enough theorems to drive anyone crazy.

**Meddle Sin**  If God wanted us to be healthy He wouldn’t have created disease.

**Musakology**  The bean counters have eliminated all but the most profitable lowest-common-denominator music from the curriculum.

**Farm Meek Elegy**  Farewell, small-time phamis, join the small time farmers and inherit the dust.

**Full Awe’s a ‘Fee’**.  Experience the high price of Understanding.

**Fizz Seeks**  Looks for subatomic fizzes in the bubble chamber.

**“Fuzzy, Hollow!” Chi**  Chi (“chee”) is life energy (Chi-nese), which this science denies existence to.

**Poor Tree**  Share the beauty and agony of this uneconomical, nearly extinct cousin of hot novel writing.

**Poll Little, Call Signs**.  Learn how a little research and a lot of figuring it out is used to win elections.

**“Sigh College” (Eee!)**  “We can tell what you’re thinking and feeling!”

The “Sigh, call a gist.” gets to the heart of your emotional make-up.

**Pup-luck Elf**  St. Bernards tote their little magic healers and their potions about.

**Reeling, Writhing and Grandma**  This is what they used to use to cast spells and punctuations.

**Roam-Ants Slang Witches**  More spell casting, this time by a **Fringe** group.  Includes **Spinach**, the language of Popeye, si?  *(Damn Mediterranean ants roam everywhere!)*

**So-so-ology**  All about a mediocre social animal that thinks it’s king of the beasts.

**The Ology**  Give self-righteousness a scholary basis.  Alternatively, They “Allah, gee!”

**Worst Turn History**  Where did we go wrong??

**Wildlife Management**  (This is an amusing oxymoron, no pun necessary.)

**“So”-ology**  All the animals that “just are”.

---
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